A new apparatus for measuring the thermal conductivity of fluids is described. This is an absolute method utilizing a transient hot wire. Measurements are made with a 12.7 p,m diameter platinum wire at real times of up to 1 second. The data acquisition system includes a minicomputer and a digital voltmeter. The experimental core of the system incorporates a compensating hot wire in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The cell containing the core of the apparatus is designed to accommodate pressures from 0 to 70 MPa and temperatures from 70 to 320 K. Oxygel1 was measured over a wide range of physical states including the dilute gas, the moderately dense gas, the near critical region, the compressed liquid states, and the vapor ai temperatures below the critical temper· ature. Performance checks of the apparatus were conducted with nitrogen, helium and argon. Measurement of rare gases allows a direct comparison to the kinetic theory of gases through the viscosity. A second check looks at the variation of the measured thermal conductivity as a function of the applied power. The precision (2 a) of the new system is between 0.5 and 0.8 percent for wire temperature transients of 4 to 5 K, while the accuracy is estitnated at around 1.5 percent.
Introduction 2. Method
Thermal conductivity values are necessary whenever a heat transfer problem is to be evaluated. In addition, thermal conductivity is a property of fundamental interest in developing the theory of fluids. Accurate measurements of thermal conductivity are of considerable difficulty. Methods and geometries abound each with its adherents and its inherent drawbacks. The steady state hot wire experiment is one of the older, well established methods. The transient hot wire method, however, has come into its own only with recent advances in digital electronics. The evolution of the modern transient hot wire experiment can be traced from the early experiments of Pittman [1)1, Haarman [2] , and Mani [3] . However, the major exposition of both theory and application of this method was accomplished by Kestin and his coworkers during the last decade [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] for the gas phase. Similar instruments have been used by Wakeham and his coworkers for both gas and liquid measurements [10, 11] and by de Castro and his coworkers for liquid measurements [12] [13] .
A hot wire system normally involves a vertical, cylindrical symmetry where the wire serves both as heating element and as thermometer. Almost without exception platinum is the wire of choice. The mathematical model that one attempts to approximate is that of an infinite line source of heat suspended vertically in an infinite medium. The method is labeled transient because the power is applied abruptly and the measurement is of short duration. The working equation is based on a specific solution of Fourier's law and can be found in standard texts (see for example reference [14] , page 261).
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Where 1{t) is the temperature of the wire at time t;
·This work was carried out at the National Bureau of Standards under the sponsor· ship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (C-32369-C).
ffhermophysical Properties Division, National Engineering Laboratory. 1 Figures in brackets indicate literature references at the end of this paper.
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Tr., is the reference temperature, the temperature of the cell; q is the applied power; A is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, a function of both temperature and density;
K is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid, i.e., K = AI e Cpo K is normally taken at the temperature T", and is nearly constant since the fluid properties do not change drastically with a small increase in temperature; a is the radius of the wire; and in C= ' Y where ' Y is Euler's constant. The relation given by eq (1) implies a straight line for a plot of llT versus in(t). In practice systematic deviations occur at both short and long times. However, for each experimental measurement there exists a range of times over which eq (1) is valid, that is the relation between llT and fn(t) is linear.
This range of validity is determined from 250 measured llT-t pairs by selecting a beginning time tl and an ending time t 1 • The slope of the llT versus fn(t) relation is oblained over the valid range, i.e., between times t} and t 2 , and using the applied power the thermal conductivity is calculated from eq (1). The temperature assigned to the measurement of A is given by
The density assigned to the measurement of A is taken from an equation of state using an experimentally measured pressure and the temperature assigned above. The equations of state used for nitrogen and helium are given in subsequent sections. The experimentally determined teniperature rise of the wire is llT w • A number of corrections account for the departure of the real instrument from the ideal model:
(3)
These corrections oTt have been fully described elsewhere [5] ; the most important at lower times is oT}, the effect of the finite heat capacity of the wire.
Apparatus
The various elements of the apparatus, the hot wires, the long or primary hot wire is approximately 10 cm in length. Its resistance varies from about 20 {} at 76 K to 90 {} at 298 K. The short or compensating wire is approximately 5 cm in length and its resistance varies from 10 to 45 {}. To allow for thermal expansion over the range of operating temperatures the wires are mounted with a small weight attached at the bottom. The wires are mounted in the hard drawn (as received) state, because in the annealed state platinum has a rather low tensile strength [16] .
High Pressure Cell and Wire Supports
The cell has been designed to withstand pressures of up to 70 MPa. In addition; if the cell is to be isothermal, its thermal conductivity should be high. Accordingly, the cell is made from beryllium copper, a material which meets these contradictory requirements best. Cell sizing, cell Closure, and wire support are shown in figure 1. The cell is quite similar to those used in other experiments in this laboratory [17] [18] [19] [20] . It is mounted with the closure facing down. Three solid steel pins serve as electrical leads. They pass through the high pressure closure (stainless steel) and are insulated from it using polymide ferrules [21] . The capillary which admits the sample is soldered into the top of the cell. Much of the interior of the cell is filled by the wire support unit which is made from copper and includes a centerpiece, two covers, a top and a bottom cap. The wire support unit is mounted on the high pressure closure. When assembled the wire support unit provides two cylindrical wells 9 mm in diameter and 11 cm long to accomodate the hot wires. Mounted in the top cap with friction fit are two 5 mm sections of a small coaxial cable. The hot wires are soft soldered to the center leads of these coaxial sections. To the bottom of the long hot wire is soldered a short section of teflon covered wire which terminates in a 4-80 brass nut, the weight. The teflon covered section provides isulation between bottom cap and the extension of the long hot wire as well as centering for it. The long hot wire section is connected to one of the steel pins by a small loop of 12.7 p.m copper wire. The short hot wire is soft soldered to the other coaxial section in the top cap. To its bottom end a short length of copper wire centered in a second 4-80 brass nut is soldered. The leads on the short hot wire side are completed by a loop of 12.7 p.m copper wire which connects to a 5 em length of coaxial cable. This section of coax is friction fit into the bottom cap and is sufficiently rigid to stand alone. A second loop of copper connects this coax to the second steel pin. Long and short hot wire sections are connected together above the top cap with the center tap soldered in the middle of this connection. The center tap is a 11 cm long section of the coax which at the bottom end is connected to the third steel pin.
Liquid oxygen safety is one of the additional design considerations for the cell since the interior of the cell will be exposed to very high pressure 70 MPa (10,000 psi) liquid. The materials directly exposed to liquid oxygen have been limited to beryllium copper, copper, stainless steel, silver, teflon, and a polyimide (kapton) all of which have been found to be Uoxygen compatible" [22] . Cleaning procedures for cell, wire supports, capillary and sample handling system were extensive [23] .
The Wheatstone Bridge
Precision measurements of resistance can be made by using a four lead technique or by using a Wheatstone bridge. In the present apparatus we follow the general development of the hot wire instrument pioneered by Haarman [2] , de Groot, et al.
[4], Assael, et al. [10] and de Castro, et al. [12] and use a Wheatstone bridge to measure resistances. End effect compensation is provided by placing the long hot wire in one working arm of the bridge and a shorter, compensating wire on the other. In contrast to other instruments where values of time are measured in the present instrument the voltage developed across the bridge is measured directly as a function of time with a fast response digital voltmeter (DVM). The DVM is controlled by a minicomputer which also handles the switching of the power and the logging of the data. The automation of the voltage measurement follows the work of Mani [3] who used a similar arrangement with a transient hot wire cell to measure resistance by the four lead technique rather than using a bridge. Figure 2 shows the Wheatstone bridge circuit. Each arm of the bridge is designed to be 100 n, two arms Rl and R2 are standard resistors. The resistance in each of the other arms R3 and R. is a composite of the hot wire, the leads into the cryostat and an adjustable ballast resistor. The leads are roughly 6 n at room temperature and 2 n when the cell is at 76 K. The ballast resistors allow each working arm to be adjusted to a value of 100 n.
The measurement of thermal conductivity for a single point is accomplished in two phases. In the first phase the bridge is balanced as close to null as is practical. To start with, switch 1 is turned from dummy to the bridge while switch 2 is open. With a very small applied voltage, 0.1 Volts normally, and the cell essentially at constant temperature, the voltages are read on channels 0 through 7. The lead, hot wire, and ballast resistances are calculated from the ratios of the appropriate channel volt gage to the voltage across the standard lOOn resistor on channel zero. The ballasts are adjusted until each leg is approximately 100 n.
Finally, with switch 2 closed, the bridge null is checked on channel 6. The second phase incorporates the actual thermal conductivity measurement. The power supply is set to the applied power desired, switch 2 is closed, and switch 1 is switched from dummy to bridge. The voltage developed across the bridge as a function of time is read on channel 6 and stored. The basic data is a set of 250 readings taken at 3 ms intervals. Finally the voltage on channel 0 is read to determine the exact applied power, and the power is switched back to the dummy resistor.
The Cryostat
The cryostat for the apparatus, shown in figure 3, is adapted from a general design first used in a PVT apparatus at this laboratory [24] . The cell is connected by the reflux tube to the inner refrigerant tank. The reflux tube is filled with gas which sometimes corresponds to the liquid used as the refrigerant. Varying the gas pressure changes the amount of refrigeration applied to the cell. A cooling yoke and ring insure that the refrigeration is applied primarily at the bottom of the cell. In this way a slight gradient can be maintained between cell top and cell bottom. To avoid convection inside the cell we normally maintain the cell bottom slightly colder than the cell top. The cell and its radiation shield is located in a vacuum environment. A R J = Hot WireL + Leads + R3 Ballast R4 :: Hot Wires + Leads + R4 Ballast tube which serves as the inner vacuum line also admits lead wires and the capillary into the inner vacuum space surrounding the cell. The leads are tempered on two rings, one is attached directly to the inner refrigeration tank, the other is the guard ring which is attached to the reflux tube. The cell radiation shield in turn is attached to the guard ring. The inner refrigerant tank is insulated by the outer vacuum system, which in turn is protected by the outer refrigerant, usually liquid nitrogen, in a dewar. All of the various access tubes, fill and vent lines, and vacuum lines pass through the mounting plate which rests on the mounting bracket attached to the wall. Cell alinement is achieved by adjustment of three set screws.
Cryostat Temperature Control
A diagram of this circuitry is shown in figure 4 . The cell temperature is monitored with the platinum resistance thermometer which is mounted in the cell. The PRT resistance is measured by the four lead method as a ratio against a 10 o standard using a microvolt potentiometer, a stable current supply, and a high gain de null detector. The amplified output of the detector is used in a feedback loop to provide power to the cell heater [25] . The ratio of power applied to cell top and cell bottom is monitored with a thermocouple and adjusted by hand. The temperature of the guard ring and cell radiation shield are maintained close to the cell temperature by the use of a second feedback loop. This loop includes a differential thermocouple and a low level dc voltage detector whose amplified output is routed to a power supply which in turn feeds the ring and shield heater. A separate, manual heater is mounted on the capillary. This heater is operated intermittently as needed. Its function is to ensure that the sample does not freeze in the capillary should by chance some unusual temperature conditions prevail at some spot in the capillary.
Sample Handling and Vacuum Systems
Block diagrams for both systems are shown in figure 5. The vacuum system is conventional except for an automatic back pressure control with alarm and solenoid valve. These items were installed as a safety precaution should the silver plated copper O-ring in the cell closure spring a leak and discharge oxygen into the vacuum space.
The sample handling system was also designed with oxygen in mind. It consists of the sample from a gas bottle, a molecular sieve to capture moisture, and a small diaphragm compressor as pressure intensifier. The compressor uses an oxygen compatible oil and has specially hardened check valves and seals. A pressure relief valve was provided in the cell pump-out line to protect against the possibility of an accidental oxygen overpressure, even though the forepump is charged with an oxygen compatible pump oil. With a few changes the sample system was able to handle a liquid sample, propane. Ordinarily the compressor requires an input pressure of about 5 MPa (700 psi). However, if liquid is provided at the intake and sufficient time between strokes is allowed, then the compressor handles a liquid sample quite well. For propane, removing the molecular sieve and turning the supply bottle upside down ensured a direct flow of liquid.
The Minicomputer
A simplified block diagram of the minicomputer and its peripherals is shown in figure 6 . The CPU uses 18 bits per word with BASIC as the operational language. Program storage is on floppy disks, program input on the CRT, program listings are handled on the printer. Data can be displayed on the CRT and on the printer, and can be stored on floppy disk or magnetic tape. Input voltages, i.e., voltages to be read are routed from the 50 input channels by the multiplexer to the DVM where the analog to digital (AiD) conversion is effected. Output voltages, i.e., voltages to be used for experimental control are processed by the logic control unit where the digital to analog conversion takes place. These voltages are available at any of six output channels.
Data Measured
In the course of making a single thermal conductivity measurement a large number of variables are measured and recorded. The minicomputer program which controls the measurement is shown in appendix I. An example of a data file as assembled in the minicomputer and then transferred to magnetic tape is shown in appendix II. The first two lines of the data file are keyed in through the CRT. These lines contain the date, run and point number, the PRT reading from the microvolt potentiometer with the last digit repeated, the reading of the pressure gage, the barometer reading, the wire resistance for both long and short hot wire, the sums of lead and ballast resistance for both long and short hot wire sections, the time increment at which the voltage readings were taken, and lastly the voltage applied to the bridge. The remainder of the file contains the set of 250 voltage readings across the Wheatstone bridge.
Cell Temperature
The PRT is a standard capsule thermometer. [ 
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FIGURE 6. The minicomputer.
Output Channels read across the 10 {} standard resistor is used to adjust the thermometer current so that a current of 1 rna is flowing in the PRT circuit. A second voltage reading across the PRT proper allows its resistance to be calculated. The second voltage reading is the only value that is keyed into the CRT. The error in the cell temperature as established from a calibration of the microvolt potentiometer used is 0.001 K at 80 K increasing to 0.007 K at 292 K.
Cell Pressure
The cell pressure is read with a commercial high precision steel bourdon tube. The unit was selected because it is Ucompatible" with high pressure oxygen. The unit is calibrated by the vendor with the calibration traceable to NBS. A digital readout is provided through an optical sensor, with the units of the readout in Ucounts." At the maximum pressure 96000 counts correspond to approximately 68 MPa. At the higher pressures the bourdon tube displays hysteresis under loading as a function of time. It is this hysteresis that gives rise to the stated uncertainty of ± 0.03 MPa. The pressure gage calibration was represented by a low order polynomial for use in the data reduction program. The error attributable to this curve fit is well within the stated error of the gage. Vapor pressure checks of the gage at approximately 1 MPa with both oxygen [26] and propane [27] confirm the calibration at the lower end of the pressure scale.
Resistances
Direct resistance measurements are made while balancing the Wheatstone bridge. The resistances of the hot wires, of the leads, and of the ballast resistors are measured with the DVM set at the optimum gain. The resistance measurements are made using the four terminal method; the voltage across a standard 100 {} resistor defines the current in the circuit and the voltage reading across the unknown defines the resistance in question. In actual practice each voltage reading is the average of 100 individual readings. Each hot wire section measurement must be corrected for leads inside the high pressure cell which are short pieces of copper and steel wire. The corrections were calculated from wire dimensions and tabulated resistivities [28] . They are estimated to be 0.22 {} for the long hot wire section and 0.65 {} for the short hot wire section at room temperature. The corrections are handled in the data reduction program and are further adjusted for changes in bath temperature.
In order to obtain the temperature increase of the platinum wires from the corresponding resistance increase, we need to know the variation of resistance with temperature for both wires. It has been shown in the past [8, 12, 13, 29] that an in situ calibration of the wires is desirable and also that the resistances per unit length of both wires should be the same to within about 2 percent.
The wire resistances measured at essentially zero applied power in the balancing of the bridge together with the cell temperatures as determined from the platinum resistance thermometer are taken as the in situ calibration of the wires. During measurements on oxygen [26] some 1800 values were collected for each wire in the temperature range 76-320 K with pressures from atmospheric to about 70
MPa. The resistance relation for each wire is represented by an analytical function of the type
where T is the temperature in kelvin and P the pressure gage reading. The pressure dependence is small but statistically significant and reflects the fact that the calibration measurements are made with a small applied voltage of 0.1 volts. Coefficients for eq (4) were determined in two ranges of temperature with some overlap in the range of the fits as shown in table 1. The standard deviation of the resistance measurements as well as the equivalent temperature errors are shown in table 1. The long wire has a length of 10.453 cm at room temperature, the short wire one of 5.143 cm. Both wires have a nominal diameter of 0.001270 ± 0.000001 cm, thus the radius a in eq (1) is 0.000625 cm. If we use these values and the measured resistances we can calculate a resistivity of 10.07 X 10-6 {}-cm at 273.15 K compared to a best value of 9.60 X 10-6 O-cm for an annealed high purity specimen [28] . The difference is ascribed to the hard drawn condition of our wires. 
Time Increment
The timing of the experiment is based on the internal clock of the minicomputer, a temperature stabilized quartz crystal oscillator that divides a second into roughly 20,000 parts. Available to the programmer is a real time clock which is incremented in milliseconds. During a run this clock is first zeroed, line 620 in appendix I, next 250 voltage readings are taken across the bridge, and finally the clock is read, line 670 in appendix I. The gain of the DVM is set before starting the voltage readings. There are 250 steps in the program loop, where each step includes reading the DVM, storing the result, and time for the computer to execute the step. The time required to execute the program loop is 755 ms, which means that the DVM is read every 3.02 milliseconds. Separate timing runs establish the time necessary to read the clock as about 1 ms. This means the time increment could be as small as 3.012 ms. Actual calculations using the data reduction program show that for this variation in time increment the thermal conductivity results are affected by less than 1 part in 20,000. The time increment between readings of the DVM can be varied by inserting a delay of several ms into the program loop. Increments of 5, 10, and 15 ms were tried. In general, the use of larger time increments simply reduces the number of useful points for the thermal conductivity analysis since for nearly all fluid conditions the onset of convection occurs at around one second in this apparatus.
Power Level
The ideal analysis stipulates that th~ heat flux q, applied to the wire remains constant during a given run. Under experimental conditions q is nearly' ideal at room temperature, i.e., it varies by about two parts in 10000. However, at the very lowest temperatures the q will vary from beginning to end of a run by values up to several percent. To see why this is so, and to find the correction that has to he applied consider the following.
The power supply used provides a constant voltage at its terminals to a circuit which consists of a 100 n standard resistor in series with the Wheatstone bridge. The effective bridge resistance is nominally 100 n but changes as the run progresses. The voltage of the power supply i~ preset, it is known to an accuracy of ± 200 p. V. The set value is entered through the key board, just prior to switching the power to the bridge. After the run is completed, but before the power is switched back to the dummy resistor; the voltage across the standard resistor, channel 0 in figure 2, is read. The difference between this voltage and the preset one is the voltage applied to the bridge a short time after completion of the run. The difference is one of the items placed on magnetic tape, and it is used in the data reduction program to calculate the power applied to the bridge. The instantaneous heat flux is determined from the equation.
where V(t) is the voltage applied to the bridge, and R3 and R4 are defined in figure 2 . The voltage V(t), both hot wire legs of the bridge R3 and R 4 , and the hot wire resistances themselves change as a function of time. At room temperature the drop in the current is almost exactly offset by the rise in the hot wire resistances. At low temperatures the fractional change in the hot wire resistances predominates.
As an extreme example consider a run in liquid propane at say 110 K. For a 3 K rise in wire temperature the long hot wire rises by 1 n from an initial value of 30 0, or 3.3 percent. This rise is only partially offset by the 0.7 percent drop
in the hot wire current leaving a net rise in q of 2.6 percent from t = 0 to t = 755 ms. The range of valid times for a run is generally t} = 150 ms, t2 = 755 ms. Over this range of times the variation in q is less than the extreme case because a large part, 70 percent or so, of the resistance change of the hot wires occurs during the times not valid for the experiment. Nevertheless, the remaining variation in q is significant and we apply a correction to account for it. We select. a time in the middle of the valid time interval ta = (t} + t 2 )/2 and correct the experimental ilT's by the ratio of the instantaneous q to the q at the median time
V(t) varies by about one part in 1000 over a run, and some calculation verified that V(t) varies as the in(t), and further that the value measured was actually achieved at the requisite time after the end of the run.
Bridge Voltages
The voltages measured across the bridge, actually a measure of the bridge unbalance, are the basic data in this experiment. A typical set of 250 of these voltages for point No. 9044 is shown in appendix II and is plotted in figure 7 . The general shape of this curve is logarithmic, as expected.
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Time. ms FIGURE 7. Typical bridge voltages versus time, point 9044, helium gas.
Noise levels in these readings are evident. Considerable effort went into reducing the noise level, and also into tracing the source. The DVM, when shorted, exhibits an error band of ± 6 p.V. When a 100 0 resistor is placed across the DVM, no applied power yet, the band increases to ± 17 p. V. With the experimental system connected to the DVM the error band becomes ± 28 p. V which is roughly equivalent to ± .026 K in the llT. Only a small part, some 20 or 30 percent, is due to AC pickup. Use of integrating or averaging DVM's will reduce the noise level at the expense, however, of a smaller number of measurements. 9044 are shown in figures 8a and 8b. In the final steps of the data reduction program an equation of state is used to find the applicable density, the experimental thermal conductivity is compared to any previous correlation that might exist, and the results are printed.
Data Reduction
A certain amount of judgement enters into the data reduction process particularly in the selection of tl and t:j the range of times over which the least squares straight line regression is to be evaluated. The criterion for a valid result is that the AT values as plotted in the example, figure 8a, the standard deviation for the regression fit of point 9044 is roughly 0.2 percent, or at the 3u level 0.65 percent.
In( I). I In ms FIGURE 8a. Typical temperature rises versus the logarithm of time, point 9044, helium gas. ...
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FIGURE Bb. Typical deviations of experimental temperature rises from the calculated straight line versus the logarithm of time, point 9044, helium gas.
By implication, it is equally important to recognize and interpret nonstandard results obtained, so that invalid results can be identified and rejected. A description of several of the more interesting malfunctions follows. In figure 9a we see that the ilT values are nearly constant toward the end of the run. This state of affairs depending on the state of the fluid sample is interpreted as (a) the apparatus is operating in the steady state mode, or (b) as the onset of convection in the run.
If a similar run at higher fluid densities is taken to much longer experimental times the plot is as shown in figure 9b . Here the effect of convection is clearly seen as a rapid cooling of the hot wires after the maximum ilT is passed. In principle we could get a valid result for the transient hot wire by selecting t} = 690 ms and t2 = 1353 ms. However, the number of ilT values useful for the straight line regression has now dropped to 50. In practice it turns out that the applied power level, as seen in the resulting ilT's of 10 to 12 K, was simply too large to be useful. The plot of figure 9c shows the effect of gas circulation within the cell. The precise cause is not known. Convection combined with thermal oscillations when the capillary cools are suspected reasons. From the plot it is clear that the wires experience a non-uniform temperature field and are subject to abrupt segments of convection cooling. Measurements with a plot of this type are rejected.
In figure 9d the DVM saturated toward the end of the run. By excluding the points for which the voltage readings are constant, and provided there are sufficient measurements to extract a straight line fit, a measurement of this type can be used. At the very lowest pressures (densities) in the vapor phase at temperatures much below the critical temperature some plots look like the one shown in figure ge. The physical interpretation of this run is that we see a Knudsen effect at short times and an outer boundary effect at the longer times. No valid range for the hot wire instrument exists and these results are rejected. In the region near the critical point the onset of convection occurs much more rapidly. Measurements in this fluid region have to be made at lower power levels and at shorter times. For the measurements on oxygen experimental times of tl == 33 ms and t2 == 500 ms were found to be appropriate.
A second criterion which is used in accepting or rejecting experimental measurements is by considering the change in the measured thermal conductivity as the applied power, q, is varied. Examples are given in the sections on nitrogen and helium. In a general way this criterion suggests that measurements in which the final ilT's are larger than about 5 K are suspect. This includes most of the critical region where the results have to be evaluated quite carefully, almost on an individual point by point basis. .' 
In( I). t In ms F,CURE 9b. Point 5027, nitrogen gas.
In( t). I In ms FIGURE 9c. Point 29010, argon gas. . 6. Performance Verification
Nitrogen Results
One of the gases selected for apparatus testing was nitrogen. Typical measurements on nitrogen are presented in table 3. There are two different sets of measurements. Run 4 is an abbreviated isotherm to check the functioning of the system as the pressure is varied. In contrast, all measurements of run 5 are taken at a single density while several of the pertinent apparatus parameters are varied.
Run 4, the pseudo-isotherm, was measured at temperatures between 297 and 301 K with pressures up to 68 MPa. At each pressure (density) level a minimum of four different power settings were used. The results, a total of 50 points at varying temperatures are shown in figure 10 . Taking the curve fit of eq (8) as the base, the present results and those of others [31, 32, 33 ] are compared in figure 11 . When all results are considered together they span a range of 3 percent. The differences between the present results and those of Clifford, et al. [31] who use a transient hot wire system range between 1.3 and 2.3 percent, the differences to the more recent measurements of Assael, et al. [32] range from 1.1 to 1.7 percent. Differences between the present results and a published wide·range correlation for nitrogen [33] lie between 0.6 and 4.5 percent. Reference [33] serves as the source of the equation of state for nitrogen. Run 5 was measured at the same nominal pressure, about 16.3 MPa, with experimental temperatures varying from 297 to 309 K. For easy comparison these results are referred to a common temperature, 300.65 K, as indicated above. However, they are further adjusted to a common density of 6.3 mol/L using eq (8). The values so adjusted are shown in the last column of table 3, and are plotted in figure 12 versus the power applied, q. The first 15 points, shown as circles in figure 12 , are repetitive measurements to establish the base of comparison. The mean of these 15 points is the 471 straight line in the center of figure 12 while the lines above and below represent changes of one percent.
We indicated previously that the time increment can be varied. A series of such measurements was made on nitrogen gas with time delays of 5 and 10 ms. The runs are shown in table 3 as points 5016-5028. The actual time increment between voltage measurements is 9.02 ms for runs 5016-5020 and 14.02 ms for runs 5021-5028 compared to a normal time increment of 3.02 ms. A plot of point 5027 is given in figure 9b , where the straight line segment indicates the range of times, tt = 154.22 ms and t2 = 757.08 ms, used to evaluate the result given in table 3. If proper times tt and t2 are selected, then runs of this type can yield valid results. However, the associated regression statistics deteriorate because a smaller number of points is available to the least squares analysis.
A second test involves larger than normal powers. The idea is to compare measurements made at one reference temperature with a very large power to measurements made at a higher reference temperature with a much smaller applied power, an overlapping of isotherms so to speak. For example a run at Tr .. f =295 K and a power level to produce 
Helium Results
The rare gas selected initially was helium. Results obtained subsequently on argon have already been published [30] . For helium a single pseudo isotherm was measured at a nominal temperature of 307 K with pressures up to 68 MPa. .c. 6. 6. 6.
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DenSlty.mOI/I (9) as the base, the present results and those of others [7, 34, 35, 36, 37] are compared in figure 14 . These results span a range of ±2 percent. The deviations between the present results and those of Le N eindre, et al. [34J, Johannin, et a1. [35] , and Ho and Leidenfrost [36] are a nominal 1 percent or less. The differences between the pres· ent results and those of Kestin, et al. [7J, who also use a tran· sient hot wire system, range between 1.3 and 1.9 percent, while the differences between the present results and a pub· lished wide-range correlation for helium [37] also lie be· tween 1 and 2 percent. Differences between the present results and the most recent ones of Assael, et a}. [10] , who also use a transient hot wire system, range from 1.0 to 1.7
percent. The source used as equation of state for obtaining the densities of helium is [37] . Finally, we apply a test that has not been applied exten· sively to other transient hot wire systems. In analogy to a flat plate steady state thermal conductivity apparatus [38J we insist that the measured thermal conductivity in the present apparatus should be independent of the applied power. Figure 15 shows the measurements for helium gas at 19.6, 11.5, and 5.7 mol/L plotted as a function of the applied 
Cell Alinement
During the construction of the apparatus we sought to keep the cell in vertical alinement to insure that convection in the cell would be delayed as long as possible. Later we sought to verify the alinement by a series of experimental measurements, some 162 points with oxygen gas as a sample at a pressure near 10 MPa and a temperature of around 240 K. The position of each cell alinement screw was varied in turn by a measured amount. For each setting of the screws a series of seven to nine measurements were taken varying the applied power, q. If the cell is out of alinement the measured thermal conductivity increases. The increase is more pronounced at the higher power levels. The proper setting for the alinement screws occurs when the measured results are most nearly independent of q as illustrated in figure IS . The final settings chosen were nearly identical to those first achieved during construction of the apparatus. In fact, the measurements on helium, Run No.9, were taken four months before the series on alinement, Run No. 19.
Other Tests
Tests were run on nitrogen gas at room temperature with only a single hot wire in the bridge. The circuit was rewired so that either R. or R 3 , see figure 2, were replaced by yet another 100 {} standard resistor. The data reduction program had to be modified accordingly. The results were evaluated only on the minicomputer, and are relative to similar 1.52 oL.-----+-----~-------:1'::"2-----;+;:16-----!20.
Dens I I Y ,mo I / I FIGURE 13. Helium measurements shifted to 300.65 K with curve fit, eq (9). Base line eq (9), b. this paper, 0 Kestin, et aJ. [7] , <> Le Neindre, et aJ. [34] 
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Errors
Precision, reproducibility, internal consistency, and accuracy are discussed here. Reproducibility was tested by measuring (a) repeatedly the same point at the same fluid conditions on a given day, (b) by measuring similar points at different power levels, and (c) by repeating different isotherms at different times some months apart. Examples of (a) are found in table 3, examples of (b) are given in the sections on nitrogen and helium. For (c), isotherms at 160 K, 200 K, and 240 K were repeated during the measurements on oxygen [26] .
Internal consistency. When measurements are made over a large portion of the thermal conductivity surface, and if an analytical function is used to represent the surface, then it becomes possible to check the internal consistency of the set of measurements by intercomparing the deviations and deviation patterns for the various isotherms. Such checks are possible for both propane [27] and oxygen [26] . In propane seven different liquid isotherms can be represented with an overall deviation of 1.2 percent (2u). For oxygen, 13 isotherms from the surface which includes gas, liquid, subcritical vapor and the near critical region for an average deviation of 1.6 percent.
Accuracy. The accuracy of the measurement can in principle be estab~ished from the measurements and certain theoretical considerations, i.e., for the rare gases the Eucken factor [7] . For argon [30] the 0.3 percent obtained in the low density extrapolation was considered a fortunate coincidence and an overall accuracy of ± 1 percent was claimed. For the results on helium in table 4 the low density extrapolation yields a result which is 1.8 percent low. Accuracy can also be estimated by comparison to the results of others. For the present apparatus these intercomparisons cover a-wide range of fluids, and a wide range of pressures, densities and temperatures. Summarized these comparisons are:
A new transient hot wire thermal conductivity apparatus for fluids has been developed. It differs from some of the other transient hot wire systems in that it uses compensating wires in a Wheatstone bridge arrangement. It differs from th~se transient hot wire systems that use a bridge in that the voltages developed across the bridge are measured directly. The apparatus is a very rapid measuring device. Sixty points, a full pseudo-isotherm, are possible in a day. The system is capable of measuring a wide range of fluid temperatures, densities, and pressures. Fluid states, such as dilute gas, dense gas, the near critical states, vapor at temperatures below critical, compressed liquid states, and metastable liquid states at densities below saturation, are accessible for many liquefied gases. A wide variety of simple fluids has been measured in the system so far. It appears that the precision of the new system is on the order of 0.6 percent while its accuracy is close to 1.5 percent. TlME=T1ME+T1NC TLOG(1)=ALOG(T1ME*1000.) DELT=QQ*ALOG(4.0*D1FGAS*T1ME/A**2/1.781) DTR(1)=F1NDDT(VOLT(1),VOF(1),TTR1AL) TTRIAL=DTR(I) DT1(1)=A**2*(RHOPT*CPPT-RHOGAS*CPGAS)/(2.*TC/I00.*T1ME)*DELT 1 -QQ*A**2/(4.*D1FGAS*T1ME)*(2.-D1FGAS/D1FPT) DT2(1)=0. BKT=B**2/(D1FGAS*T1ME) 1F(BKT.GT.5.78) GO TO 10 BRAK=O. DO 9 J=I,5 9 BRAK=BRAK+EXP(-GNU(J)**2*D1FGAS*T1ME/B**2)*(P1*BFY(J»**2 DT2(1)=QQ*(ALOG(4.0*D1FGAS*T1ME/B**2/1.781)+BRAK) 10 CONTINUE DT3(1)=-QQQ*T1ME DT4(1)=0. 
